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Introduction. Epstein [2 ] has published certain results on deficien-

cies of finite presentations of groups. It is desired here to record

analogues of some of those results for finite presentations of linear

algebras. For this purpose it is relevant to define a certain homology

theory for algebras (§1); thereafter the discussion is closely analogous

to that in [2]. A connection between cohomology and a particular

homology group related to deficiencies is considered in §3. Finally it

is mentioned that these facts have analogues within "commutator"

varieties of groups.

1. Homology of algebras. Let A denote some fixed commutative

principal ideal domain. Let V=Vs denote the variety of (not neces-

sarily associative) A-algebras determined by a set S of identities,

homogeneous in each variable and of total degree >1; e.g., the vari-

ety of associative, or Lie, or Jordan, algebras over A.

Every F-algebra A has a universal enveloping algebra Gs(A), with

the property that the right Gs(A)-modules are precisely the F-bi-

modules for A  [4].

Following the (heuristic) "dual" of a procedure of Gerstenhaber [3]

for defining V-cohomology, we may define V-homology modules

H„(A; N) [w^2] with coefficients in the left Gs(^4)-module N as

follows.

Let A = F/R be a presentation of A as a quotient of a F-free alge-

bra F, and consider the corresponding generic singular extension

i        ir
0 -> R. -> F. -> A -* 0,

where R. = R/R2, F.= F/R2. Define

H2(A;N) = Kerji*: N <8>^(a)P.-> N ®kF./Bx(F„ N)},

where Gs (A) is the algebra opposite to GS(A) and Bi(F„ N) is the

submodule of A® a F. generated by all elements

Tym <S> 2 — m ® yz + m-irz <g> y    [m E N; y, z E P.]-

Also, define
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P„+2(.4; N) = To*U\n, R0)    [ra > 0].

To see that this definition is independent of the presentation of A,

note as in [3] that any Gs(-4)-projective resolution of R, may be

combined with the extension R,—*F,—>A to give a "generalized pro-

jective resolution" of A. The independence follows by standard tech-

niques, and one obtains homology functors (normalized at degree 2)

satisfying the usual axioms on existence of connected long exact

sequences and the vanishing for degree >2 when N is Gs (.^-projec-

tive.

If Gs iA) acts trivially on A, we note that

H2iA ; A) S Ker{i*: R0/F„R0 W RJP. -» F./fI]

^ F2 Pi R/F o R,

where Po R is the ideal of F generated by FRKJRF, i.e., the "Hopf

isomorphism" is valid.

If A is a field and V is the variety of Lie (or of associative) A-

algebras, the above definition gives the standard homology groups

HI.
2. Finite presentations. Suppose that A has a finite presentation

P= {xi, • • • , x„/ri, • ■ • ,rm\ as a quotient of a F-free algebra F on

generators xi, • ■ • , x„ by the ideal P generated by relators fi, • • •, rm.

Define the deficiency of P to be

def P = n — m.

Proposition 2.1.

def P ^ rankA A/A2 - gP2(.4;A),

where gT denotes the least possible number of generators for the finitely-

generated module T.

Proof. Consider the module extensions

0 -> F2 C\ R/F o R -» R/F o R -» R/F2 P\ P -> 0

and

0 -> iF2 + R)/F2 -* P/P2 -> F/iF2 + R) -> 0.

These give extensions

0 -» P2(yl; A) -> P/F oJ?-»r^0

and
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0 -* T -> F/F2 -> .4/^l2 -> 0,

where T = R/F2C\R^iF2+R)/F2.

Since F/F2 is A-free, the second sequence shows that P is A-free.

Hence the first sequence splits, and

R/FoR = T + H2iA;A).

Therefore

gH2iA; A) = giR/F o R) - gT = giR/F o R) - rankA T

g m — [ra — rankA A/A2].

Now call a F-algebra ^4 efficient if equality in Proposition 2.1 is

attainable.

Example 2.2. If A is a finitely-generated zero algebra, then it is

efficient.

This fact follows from the existence of canonical forms for finitely-

generated A-modules.

Example 2.3. If A has a finite F-presentation with precisely one

relator, then A is efficient.

Here, giR/F o P)^l would imply R = FoR. By induction, this

would give i?Cf' (all i). Since every monomial of an element of P*

has total degree ^i in xi, • • • , x„, this is impossible for R^ {o}.

Finally, by examining the standard presentation, one has

Example 2.4. Let F be the variety of associative A-algebras, and

let P„=A{xi, ■ • • , x„} be a commutative polynomial ring without

identity in n indeterminates over A. Then P„ is efficient, and

gP2(F„;A) = »(«- l)/2.

3. Cohomology and H2. If M is a F-bimodule for a F-algebra A,

let H"iA; M) denote the rath cohomology module of Gerstenhaber

[3]. Let GsiA) act trivially on the A-module T defined as follows:

T = A if A is a field,

= K/A    otherwise,

where K is some fixed extension field of the field of fractions of A.

Well known techniques of Eilenberg and MacLane give:

Proposition 3.1. There is a natural monomorphism

t: HtiA ; A) -> HomA iH\A ; T), V).

Proof. Given any presentation A = F/R of A as in §1, there is an

isomorphism
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H2(A; M) S HomA (P., M)/Der (F„ M) | P0,

where Der(p, M) \ P„ is the module of all restrictions to P„ of deriva-

tions F,—>Af [3]. If M is a trivial Gs(A)-modu\e, this reduces to

H2(A; M) ^ Horn (R, F o R -> M, 0)/Hom (F, M) | P,

where Hom(P, Af) denotes the set of algebra homomorphisms of a

given algebra B into the zero algebra M. If M is also A-injective, this

reduces further to

H2(A; M) S Horn (R,FoR-+M, 0)/Hom (P, F2 H P -* M, 0)

S Horn (F2T\R, FoR-+ M, 0)

££ HomA (F2 n P/F o P, M).

Now consider:

Lemma 3.2. If L is any A-module and L* = Houia(P T), then there

is a monomorphism t: L—+L** given by t(o)(9) =B(a) [aGP, 8EL*].

Proof. If A is not a field, T is a torsion module. Therefore, if

a9*0EL there always exists a nonzero linear map of Aa into T.

Since divisible A-modules are injective [l], this linear map can be ex-

tended to a linear map 6: L—T such that 8(a) 9*0. Hence a (£ Kerr.

By the lemma there is now a monomorphism

t: H2(A ; A) -» HomA (H2(A ; T), T).

To see that r is natural, note that if A' = F'/R' is any presentation

of a F-algebra yl' as a quotient of a F-free algebra F', then every

homomorphism A—*A' can be extended to an extension morphism of

R-^F-*A into R'-^F'-^A'.

4. Varieties of groups. Let W= Wu be the variety of groups deter-

mined by a set U of "commutator" identical relations; e.g., the vari-

ety of all groups, or all groups of nilpotency class k, or all groups of

solvability class k. Then we remark that there exist direct analogues

for IF of Proposition 2.1 and Examples 2.2 and 2.3, which generalize

certain results in [2]. (Also there is an analogue of Proposition 3.1,

generalizing a result for the variety of all groups [l].) These results

for IF-groups may be proved by essentially the same techniques as

before. In particular, to define W-homology for a IF-group G one uses

the "universal envelope" Zu(G) of G [5], and then proceeds similarly

to §1. (For the variety of all groups, this gives the ordinary homology

theory [l].)

It would be interesting to know whether or not every IF-group (or

F-algebra) is efficient (cf. [6]).
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